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Let Γ be a dense subgroup of the real line R. Endow Γ with the discrete topology, and let K be the dual group of Γ. Helson's classic theory uses the spectral representation in Stone's Theorem for unitary groups to establish and implement a one-to-one correspondence Φ 2 between the cocycles on K and the normalized simply invariant subspaces of L 2 (K). Using our recent extension of Stone's Theorem to UMD spaces, we generalize Helson's theory to L P (K), 1 < p < oo, by producing spectral decompositions of L P (K) which provide a correspondence analogous to Φ 2 In particular this approach shows that every normalized simply invariant subspace of L P (K) is the range of a bounded idempotent. However, unlike the situation in the ZΛsetting, our spectral decompositions do not stem from a projection-valued measure. Instead they owe their origins to the Hubert transform of L P (R). In the context of abstract UMD spaces, we develop the relationships between holomorphic semigroup extensions and the spectral decompositions of bounded one-parameter groups. The results are then applied to describe, in terms of generalized analyticity, the normalized simply invariant subspacesof L P (K).
More specifically, throughout what follows K will be a compact abelian group other than {0} or the unit circle T such that the dual group of K is archimedean ordered. Equivalently, we shall require that K is the dual group of Γ, where Γ arises as a dense subgroup of the real line R, and Γ is then endowed with the natural order of R and the discrete topology. For each λ e Γ we denote by χ λ the corresponding character on K (evaluation at λ), and for each /GRwe let e t be the element of K defined by e t (λ) = exρ(//λ) for all λ e Γ. As is well-known, t -> e t is a continuous isomorphism of R onto a dense subgroup of K. For 1 < p < oo we follow Helson in defining a simply invariant subspace of L P {K) to be a closed subspace M of L P {K) such that χ λ M c M for all λ > 0, but for some a < 0, χ a M is not a subset of M. A simply invariant subspace M is said to be normalized provided M = Π{χ λ M: λeΓ, λ < 0}. The set of all normalized simply invariant subspaces of L P (K) will be denoted by 9 for t e R, u e R, x e K. . If X is a Banach space possessing the unconditionally property for martingale differences (in particular, if X is a reflexive L^-space for an arbitrary measure), this generalization provides that every uniformly bounded oneparameter group of operators on X is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a projection-valued function <f( ) defined on R with values in 38(X\ the algebra of bounded operators on X. The spectral decomposition £(-) arises by transference of the classical Hibert transform (Theorem (2.1)-(iii), (v)) and, in contrast with the development of Φ 2 for L 2 {K) ([11, §3]), need not stem from a projection-valued measure.
After collecting the necessary background items in §2, we develop the implementation of Φ p by spectral decompositions in §3 (Theorem (3.3) and Corollary (3.6)). Section 4 is concerned with holomorphic semigroup extensions of uniformly bounded one-parameter groups on UMD spaces. The results of §4 are used in §5 to generalize to £f p Helson's analytic description of the functions constituting Φ 2 (^4), A e ^ (see Theorem (5.7)). In §6 we apply the projections onto elements of ^ obtained in §3 in order to describe a generalization of the "orthogonal complement" relationship in L 2 (K) between the invariant subspaces corresponding to a cocycle and its complex conjugate.
Preliminaries.
In this section we assemble the tools needed for the sequel. 
(ii) 2?( •) is right-continuous at each point of R in the strong operator topology of @{Y)\ (in) E(') has a strong left-hand limit (denoted E(s~)) at each s e R; (iv) E(s) -> I (resp., £(s) -> 0) in the strong operator topology as s -» + oo (resp., s -> -oo 
is an algebra homomorphism of
The Banach spaces X possessing the unconditionally property for martingale differences (written X e UMD) have been extensively studied, and are characterized in [4] , [5] as those spaces for which the Hubert kernel of R defines a bounded convolution operator on L P (R, X) for some, and hence all, p in the range 1 < p < oo. The class UMD contains many of the classical reflexive spaces. In particular, for 1 < p < oo, the von Neumann-Schatten /?-class and L p (μ) (μ an arbitrary measure) are UMD spaces. Moreover, the UMD property is always inherited by subspaces, quotient spaces, and dual spaces. The following recent result [3, §5] 
Since its inception in [11], Helson's invariant subspace theory has been developed in L 2 (K) in terms of a companion notion to that of spectral family. In the Banach space setting this notion takes the following form.
DEFINITION. A decreasing spectral function in Y is a uniformly bounded, projection-valued function Q(-): R -» &(Y) such that: (i) Q(s)Q(t) = Q(t)Q(s) = Q(t) for s < t;
(ii) Q(') is left-continuous at each point of R in the strong operator topology;
(iii) Q( ) has a strong right-hand limit Q(s
in the strong operator topology as λ -» 4-oo (resp., λ -> -oo).
If E(') is a spectral family of projections in Y, it is obvious that the equation
defines a decreasing spectral function Q E {-), and that the pairing of E(-) and β £ ( ) is a one-to-one correspondence between the spectral families and the decreasing spectral functions in Y. Moreover, it is clear from the integration theory of spectral families that tf /(λ) dQ E (λ) exists as a strong limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums for each compact interval [u, v] and each / e AC( [u, v] 
w-> +oo J-u
Moreover, Q = Q#.
We shall refer to the unique <2( ) in (2.4) as the decreasing spectral resolution of {U t }.
In conjunction with Theorem (2.1) we shall make use of the following variant of [9, Theorem V.6.1]. This variant is readily deduced from [9] with the aid of the first lemma in [12, §1.6]. (λ) .
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Proof. It suffices to obtain the first conclusion, which follows readily from Theorem (2.1)-(iϋ), (v). Proposition (2.5) allows us to make the following definition.
(3.2) DEFINITION. For 1 < p < oo we define a one-to-one map Φ^ of tf onto se p by putting Φ, = θ 2p o Φ 2 (resp., Φ, = θ;£ ° φ 2 ) if 2 < p (resp., p < 2), where "°" denotes composition of mappings.
REMARK. It follows from the existence of non-trivial cocycles [ 
Proof. By Theorem (3.3) and Lemma (3.1).
Holomorphic semigroup extensions. Let
is the boundary function of a suitable analytic function in the upper half-plane. The proof employed relies crucially on the fact that β (y42) ( ) induces a projection-valued measure in L 2 (K), and thus has not produced an analogue for the classes S? p9 1 <p < oo. In order to obtain such an analogous characterization for S? p9 a goal accomplished in Theorem (5.7), we develop in this section the abstract machinery of holomorphic semigroup extensions for uniformly bounded one-parameter groups on UMD spaces. The results obtained are of independent interest, and formally resemble the corresponding facts for unitary groups. However, in contrast to the unfettered integration of bounded measurable functions against spectral measures, the general theory of Riemann-Stieltjes integration with respect to a spectral family only guarantees the existence of integrals over an unbounded interval for integrands having bounded variation on the whole interval. This fact separates the treatment in the present section from its counterpart for unitary groups.
Throughout this section we assume that { U t ) is a strongly continuous, uniformly bounded, one-parameter group of operators acting on a UMD space X, and we utilize the notation of Theorem (2.1). By [7, Theorem VΠI.1.11], Λ(^), the spectrum of 9 y is a subset of i'R. If J( is a subspace of X invariant under {U t } 9 then (2.1)-(ϋi), (v) show that £( )\Jt is the Stone-type spectral family of the group {U t \Jί}. (-oo, b) .
To prove the converse result, suppose that S(\) = 0 for λ < b. Let μ e (-oo, b) and choose β so that μ < β < b. It is easy to see that the sequence of integrals Proof. Suppose first that *?(λ) = 0 for λ < 0. By (4.6) it suffices to show that sup{ HSJI: t > 0} < oo. Using (4.5) in the present situation, we have S t = Urn Γ e~X t dS{\), for/>0, the limit being taken in the strong operator topology. But for t > 0, u > 0, the norm of the function e~( ^ in AC( [Q, u] ) is 1. Conversely suppose sup{||t/ z ||: Imz > 0} < oo. Then ReΛ(^0) < 0, where % is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup {U it } 9 t > 0. As mentioned at the outset of the proof of Theorem (4.4), -# = i%. Combining these facts, we see that Λ(^) c {/λ: λ > 0}. Application of Lemma (4.1) completes the proof.
REMARKS. All the discussion in this section continues to be valid if the uniformly bounded, strongly continuous, one-parameter group {U t } on the UMD space X is replaced by a one-parameter group satisfying the hypotheses of [1, Theorem (4.20)] on an arbitrary Banach space. However, we shall not need this additional generality or the technical tools required for it. 
Analytic characterization of invariant subspaces in
L P (K). For iE^ and /G L P (K), 1 < p < oo, let Jί{A,p,f) be the closed linear span in L P (K) of {U t^p ) f:
Then F e B p (R) if and only if f F(t)G(t)(l -it)'
2 A = 0, for all Ge J8 (R).
•' R Let F be a Borel function on R X K such that 
(F n g)=f F(t,x)g{x)dσ(x).
It is easy to see that
By using Lemma (5.5) in analogy with the reasoning of [12, pg. 30], we obtain the following result. Conversely, suppose that for σ-almost all JC, F( ,JC) G ^(R Clearly ψ α is linear in each of a and φ separately. It follows from these considerations, since Jί f is a reflexive space, that for each z G Π + there is a unique V z e 3&{Jί f ) such that ψ α>φ (z) = (K,α, φ) for all a ^Jί f , φ <ΞJίJ. Moreover, ||F Z || < 1 for z G Π + . We define V t for ί G R by setting p; = U t (A ' p > f \ Thus, for fixed α G Jί f9 ψ G Λ^, the function (of ί G R) (V t a, φ) is also a cocycle on K. In [12, Theorem 18] it is shown that Φ 2 (^4) is the "normalization" of (M-1 ). Since there is no orthogonal complementation operation which maps the set of all subspaces of L P {K) into itself, this result for L 2 has hitherto lacked an analogue in y p . Since each element of y p is the range of a canonical projection (Theorem (3.3) ), an analogue can now be obtained (Corollary (6.3) below) . We fix A G # and p G (1, 4-oo (-s) f, ίoτf^L p (K), s G R. Subtracting both sides of (6.1) from /, and letting s -> 0", we obtain the following theorem. Hence by Theorem (3.3) we obtain the desired description of ΦJA). 
